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PENNY (P) v. DAN (D) 
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To establish a prima facie case of battery, there must be a voluntary act done with intent
to cause a harmful or offensive contact that actually sults in harmful or offensive
contact. Here, P's family may assert the intentio al tort of battery. The act by D was
volitional, or voluntary, and the actual resu · was a harmful co · ct. However, the issue of
intent is critical in_ determining liabili or battery. D did not intend )o cause any harmful 1.._
or offensive contact. Intent mo/,so be proven if there was a Mtantial certainty on D's '
part that the result was likely ro occur. Here, D acted on an assumption that the gun was
safe, as the crew was re , onsible for gun safety prior to his handling the weapon. This
could establish tha e had a reasonable and subjective actual belief that the gun was safe.
Therefore, the/ntent element of battery is not well established. However, if the court 
determi�erwise, and moreover that there was a known substantial certainty of harm,
th�trl) could still be found liable.
To the extent that there is some possibility that a fact finder c0uld determine some
substantial certainty existed, D would raise the defense
to battery depends on the scope of consent, and ce tain exemptions such as mistake,
fraud, and duress. Here, to the extent that P &sented to be on set, there was a limited
scope of consent in that P did not co .8' nt to be shot at, even by a gun with blanks, as
evident by the facts where D wa. supposed to reach for his gun and point it and fire it

rgue that his actions were within the scope of consent, and
that there were no ojlier exemptions to P's consent. P's family would argue that the scope
of her consent £ limited to reasonable and foreseeable risks, and did not include having
a gun fire
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If the intent element of battery is not adequately established, the defense is irrelevant. If
the trier of fact determined that intent was satisfied, their evaluation of the scope of
consent would be a significant factor in a defense against battery for D.

i7ennj 1\, dcc<ti(;eJ, No oi¼�it!+ ac.-h'u1.

Assault requires the actual apprehension - perception of imminent likely offensive or
harmful contact - which is absent here. There is nothing to indicate that P ( or T) had
sufficient time or awareness to be apprehensive of such a contact.

/ Negligence (Ordinary)

A cause of action for negligence is determined by a duty, a breach of that duty, actual and
proximate causation, resulting damages, and defenses.

-/Duty:

Here, there are two elements of duty rl?- t are significant. First, D owed P a standard of
care of a reasonably prudent person (RPP). A reasonably prudent person, P's family will
argue, would not point a gun at someone even if they knew the gun to be safe.
Reasonable people, especially those involved in a movie where the use of guns is
prevalent, should know the dangers and protocols fo safety relative to the handling o[, cf) 
firearms. Second, D owed P an additional standard of care because he was a producer on
the movie where P was an employee. Here, the standard of care is about D's individual
actions per se, but for his responsibili for the actions of th�crew. Under respondeat
superior, an employer is liable for the torts of their employees. The crew themselves had a
professional duty as well, to which D would be liable for any breach under respondeat
supenor.



Under both Cardozo ("zone of danger", majority opinion) and Andrews ("duty to all", ✓ 
minority opinion), D had a duty to P. 

VBreach: 

The crew "oversaw all safety on the set for firearms," and was "out target shooting," 
which establish facts that point to a breach of their duty. Here, there are two elements of 
breach which are both met. 

The first is res ipsa loquitor, where the result speaks for itself. Absent negligence of some 
kind, the death of P (and injury to Tim (T)) would not have occurred. Instrumentality is 
necessary for res ipsa loquitor, and established here by the fact that the care for the 
firearms was in the exclusive control of the crew--employees of D. P's family must also 
show that P was not in any way responsible for the circumstances. Here, D will argue that 
P had an assumption of risk for being on the set in the first place, and that this negates 
the res ipsa loquitor. This is a fairly weak argument, as the result is far outside of the 
normal and reasonable expectations that P would have in being on the set. 

The second is concurrent conduct, where even if one person's act is not individually 
negligent, if it happens in concurrence with other acts to create a risk, then the individual 
can be held liable. Here, to whatever extent D was not specifically negligent, his actions 
happened in concurrence with the additional neglig nee of the crew. The same is true for 
the negligence of the crew. The doctrine of res ondeat su12.erior sta�s that an employer is
liable for the actions of their employees when done in the scope of employment. Because 
D is liable for the actions of the crew under respondeat superior, this element establishes 
a significant likelihood that a breach occurred and that D is responsible for such. 
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D's actions are the "but-for" or actual cause of P's death. If he had not fired the gun, P
would not have died. There were other causes of P's death. First, the apparent negligence
of the crew in the loaded gun. This is another cause outside of D's immediate control.
With multiple causes it is necessary to also look at substantial factor--D's actions were
undoubtedly a substantial factor in P's death. Actual causation is satisfied.

/ For proximate - or legal - cause, we look at intervening causes. Here, D's actions were the
direct cause of death, which definitively establishes proximate causation. For the crew, D's
actions were an intervening cause. Here, D's actions were foreseeable (it is reasonable to
assume that an actor with a gun on a movie set is going to use that gun) so the proximate
causation relative to the crew's negligence is also established. Again, under respondeat
superior, D is liable both for his own actions and, as producer (employer), responsible for
the torts of the crew.
Additionally, where there are multiple parties who are a likely actual cause of the harm,
per Summers v. Tice, all of the parties can be held liable, and the burden of proof shifts to
them to show that they were not the cause of the harm. Under the facts in this case, it is
unlikely that either party - D or the crew - could show evidence that they were not a
substantial cause. 
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c,..\ 'v Contributo negligence may be present here. P, as the cinematographer, "insisted on
using real firearms." This is a fairly weak argument, however, because there is nothing to
suggest that this insistence was inherently negligent. There could be an argument by Di,/ that P was c_�l;u1egligent, however this is a very weak argument as the facts do
not suggest that P di anything out of the ordinary or outside of her usual duties and
responsibilities.



\,./ 
Assumption of risk is the stronger argument for D as a defense against a claim of 

negligence. If D can prove to the finder of fact that P assumed the risk of harm, then his 

liability may be negated or mitigated. To make this argument ucceed, D would need to 

show that P had full knowledge of the risk and willfully assumed that risk. For D, this 

argument would focus on looking at industry standards and the general understanding 

that there is a certain degree of risk on any movie set where firearms or other weapons are 

being used. D would also highlight the fact that P agreed with him that real firearms 

should be used. 

P's family, in response, would argue that P did not have the extent of knowledge 

necessary to assume risk for the degree of negligence exhibited here. Because there are 

actual protocols and people responsible for gun safety, it is likely that the court would 

agree with P that any assumption of risk did not include the other circumstances showing 

negligence by the crew and D in this case. 

j Negligence per se

For a claim of negligence per se against D by P's family, they would first point to the New 

Mexico Civil Code section 123. This code requires the registration of firearms to be used 

on a movie set. It is not clear from the facts at hand whether the gun used was registered 

or not, so if there were to be a claim of negligence per se, first there would need to be a 

demonstration that the statute was actually violated. However, even if this could be 

shown, the question would then arise if P was in the class of persons meant to be 

protected by this statute. The statute says nothing about the handling of firearms, and on 

its surface appears to be primarily a revenue-raising statute. It is likely tha /this would 

negate a claim for negligence per se. In addition, the harm must be of a e the statute is 

designed to prevent, and again, there is nothing to suggest that the purpose of the 

registration law is to prevent any type of harm--rather, it seems to be designed to simply 



ensure registration (perhaps for prevention of theft, tracing purposes, etc.) and/ or the 
aforementioned raising of revenue. 
If, however, the trier of fact was to determine that this statute was implicitly intended to 
protect P from the type of harm actually suffered, then P's family would have to show 
that there was actual and proximate causation, and resulting damages. Here, the causation 
and defenses analysis above for ordinary negligence would apply for negligence per se as 
well. 
Tim (T) v. Dan (D)

/Battery

/To establish a prima facie case for battery, T would have to show the same elements as
mentioned above for P's family. First, that there was a voluntary act, which is apparenl � 
Next, that there was an intent to cause harmful or offensive contact or a substantial 
certainty that such contact was likely to occur. As above, to whatever extent D's belief 
that the gurt was safe was a reasonable belief, the intent element of battery is not satisfied. 
However, if D's belief that the gun was safe is not reasonable, and the trier of fact 
determines that there was a substantial certainty, D's lack of a specific intent would not 
negate liability for battery. It is likely that if D was to be found liable for a battery against 
P, he would also be liable for a battery against T. As above, it is probable that the intent 
element would not be satisfied. 

J -? De.fe,1�� -f-v 'Bct-f(e-1LI? CDV1�,rf: 
✓Negligence and Negligence per se J 

Here, the arguments above for P would apply equally for T. There is no significant 
difference between the two plaintiffs in terms of the class of persons to which they 
belong, their relationship to D, or the circumstances of their injuries. If a prima facie case
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is established for negligence or negligence per se against D by P's family, T is likely to be 

able to establish a similarly valid case against D for his injuries. 

- /\/1 (:-D;
Faith v. Dan

/ \ llD 
Faith (F) may try to bring legal action against D for intentional or negligent infliction of 

emotional distress. For an intentional infliction of emotional distress (IIED), there must 

be conduct which is extreme and outrageous. There must also be an intent to cause 
1 , 

distress or recklessness as to the likelihood of such distress. It is unlikely that this intent 1 (,t:hj 
element could be established by F in a case against D. Therefore, it is probable that F 

would not succeed in a claim of IIED against D. n ,[ 
l 1
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In addition to IIED, we must also look at the possibility of a negligent infliction of 

emotional distress (NIED) by D against F. Per Dillon v. Legg, there are certain essential 

elements to a cause of action for NIED. First, that the person injured must be a close 

family member. F was T's wife, so this element is likely established (unless the jurisdiction 

has precedent or statute that states otherwise). Next, the person suffering the distress 

must be present and a direct witness to the traumatic event. Here, this element is not met, 

because F was not present, and only learned about the harm after-the-fact. She did not 

even personally witness the event. Therefore, it is unlikely that F would succeed in a cause 

of action for NIED. However, if the trier of fact determined that the immediate temporal 

proximity of the phone call was sufficient to establish the "presence/witness" element, 

then there might be a different result. In that case, the final element, that there was an 

actual consequence of the trauma, would be met as F "had panic attacks whenever she 

sees a call come in from the set." 
t v�-Rf1Cls NI bp � 

It is unlikely that F would succeed under either a claim for IIED or NIED. 

Conclusion 

_ _.,,,.,,. 



Dan is likely to be found liable for: 

a. Negligence ( ordinary) under both his own actions and respondeat superior, as the

producer (and therefore employer), of the crew. 

b. This would apply to both Penny and Tim

c. Dan has a better defense for a tort involving Penny on Assumption of Risk than for

Tim, because Penny insisted on using real firearms. 

Dan is much less likely to be found liable for: 

a. Battery, on the grounds that he did not have the necessary intent.

b. Negligence per se, on the grounds that the statute was not designed to protect the

class or prevent the type of harm experienced here (and instead was really just a revenue

raising statute). 

c. This would apply to both Penny and Tim

Dan is also not likely to be found liable for any claim of action by Faith, including either 

intentional infliction of emotional distress or negligent infliction of emotional distress. 
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In determining any legal causes of actions for Pia v. Diego, and Pablo v. Diego, we must 

first look at whether or not any harm was the result of an intentional act. Here, there was 

no intentional act to harm or cause a harmful result, nor any substantial certainty that 

such harm would occur. Therefore, intentional torts do not apply. This is a case of 

possible negligence. Further, there is no indication of any statutory violation, so 

negligence per se does not apply. Therefore, our analysis must focus on ordinary 

negligence. 

Ncgl1c1enc� - 'Defi'ne rule -h
1

(0-r

1)u..\u / To determine negligence by Diego against either Pia or Pablo, we must first determine the

.3 standards of care - the duty - owed by Diego to each of the prospective plaintiffs. 

Diego is a public place - a church. As an owner/ occupier, they owe a specific duty of care 

to visitors on their property. The extent of this duty varies depending on the class of the 

visitor. Most people who visit Diego will be considered invitees - people to whom a high 

standard of care is owed. This is by virtue of their being a public place. Anyone who 

utilizes the space when they are open to the public and in accordance with Diego's 

purpose as a church is a foreseeable plaintiff and owed a duty to inspect and to make safe. 

A trespasser is generally owed no specific duty of care, except under certain circumstances, 

several of which are met here. A frequent trespasser is where the owner/ occupier knows 

that people are likely to trespass, and a discovered trespasser is someone who is known by 

the owner/ occupier to have actually trespassed in the past. Additionally, where children 
✓ 

(such as Pablo) are concerned, there is an additional rule for attractive nuisance. An 

attractive nuisance is where something on the property is known to attract children, or 

known to be likely to attract children. In this case there is an additional duty of care to 

ensure safety. The facts show that Pablo "saw the lure of the glowing candles," which 

strongly implies an attractive nuisance. Further, Diego normally would lock the gates to 



,/ 

the cemetery, but left them open on this occasion. This indicates that they were aware of 
the possibility of frequent trespassers. 

Pia v. Diego 

/ ✓ 
Duty: Diego had a duty to Pia as an invitee. She was there for a public purpose, for which 

Diego was open as the owner/ occupier. Diego also had the duty of a reasonably prudent 

person (RPP). A high standard of care is owed to Pia as an invitee, and a reasonable 

standard of care is owed by Diego as a RPP. Although Diego did not fail in any duty to 

warn, or make safe, relative to Pia as pertains to their role as owner/ occupier, they did 

have a high standard of care as a person selling flowers. Diego's knowledge of the 

likelihood of the dyed flowers causing a problem would be an essential issue for the trier 

of fact. If Diego had some knowledge of this risk, then they had a duty to protect, or at 

least warn. In evaluating standard of care, physical circumstances (such as an allergy) may 

be considered. 

To establish whether or not there was a duty, the court would likely look to the Learned/ 

Hand formula: that the burden to avoid risk must be less than the probability of risk 

combined with (times) the gravity of harm, or loss. Here, the burden to avoid the risk 

would have been for Diego to not use the dye. Using the dye was a cost-savings measure 

by Diego, so the amount of money they saved would serve to determine their burden to 

avoid the harm. Next, the court would look at the likelihood that an allergic reaction 

would occur, and consider that together with the degree of loss. If the money saved by 

using the dye is less than the likelihood and risk presented by the possible allergic 

reaction, then Diego certainly had a duty to prevent the harm. 

Breach: Breach is typically a matter of fact. We must also look to see if there is a res ipsa 

loquitur situation, or concurrent conduct that suggest negligence. Here, neither of these 

apply. Under res ipsa loquitur, the conduct and circumstances speak for themselves to 



indicate negligence. This means that the result must be something that would not occur 
absent some form of negligence. Here, Pia's allergic reaction is a result that could possibly 
occur under different circumstances. However, the other elements of res ipsa loquitur are 
met--that there was instrumentality under the direct control of Diego, and that there was 
no fault on the part of Pia. There is no relevant concurrent conduct. If the allergic 

/'J reaction could not have foreseeably occurred absent negligence, the court may find that 
c.\-0(0 · res ipsa loquitur is established here, and therefore supports a negligence claim. 

GtJ/ 

_ ✓ Even absent a finding of res ipsa loquitur, there is still the basic fact that Diego ,no 06
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✓ ausation: Diego is a "but-for" cause of Pia's injury. If Diego had not substituted dyed ,-W\12 carnations, Pia would not have suffered the injuries. This establishes actual cause. •lo J ; 1"l' 
-- 1" ,J{!(t -.J Proximate cause is also necessary for Diego to be liable. Here, we have an inte-.r.v:€r1ir,ig l'-{<- < ;1,;,cause w-hi4-iS--12ia-hitting_a,__ttee. This-is-clearly a-dependent intervening caus,e. Pia's u;,l}�. 1�f IP'-difficulty driving was a direct consequence of her eyes swelling shut, which was caused by ·ni

the dye in the carnations. Therefore, Diego is the cau�e of Pia's injuries, as both actual andt:,'lt
proXllllate causation are satisfied. /-Iv(,{,> 1v rs.ee tUol.z Is. 1t �mPc !'Jt!. u•utc-l :,-r 

,/ Jv1 c'l//;,r51'c. rea Chc1r1·? 
Damages: There is clearly a physical manifestation to base the damages on. Pia was 
physically injured, both by the allergic reaction, and the subsequent broken arm. 

�- ✓ Defenses: Diego may try to argue that there is contributory negligence on Pia's part in 
✓ that she did not stop driving when the allergic reaction happened. Even though she 

"slowed down and tried to stop her car," if the trier of fact determined that she herself 



had a duty to stop driving and failed to meet this duty, then Diego might be excused on the grounds of Pia's contributory negligence. Given that she began driving before the � -1_; 
,., /allergic attack, and then tried to stop the car when the allergic attack began, this defense � · would most likely fail. 

Next, Diego would argue that there was comparative negligence on Pia's part. Again, this would look to Pia's conduct when driving, in particular her response to the allergic attack. If Pia has some negligence in such a way, it is almost certain that it would be less than 50%. Under pure negligence (where recovery is allowed even if plaintiff has a minority of comparative negligence) or partial negligence (where recovery is not allowed if plaintiff has greater than 49% negligence), this would still allow Pia recovery for whatever portion of negligence remained by Diego. 
Finally, Diego would point to the assumption of risk when Pia visited the cemetery, and purchased the flowers. There are some weaknesses inherent in this argument. First, Diego had the cemetery open specifically for the day of the dead ceremonies, and there was nothing to indicate to Pia that this would be a dangerous situation. Without knowledge of the risk, Pia was not informed and therefore did not assume any risk by her presence. Next, for the flowers, Diego knew that orange marigolds were important and had "symbolic meaning" to people such as Pia. It is unreasonable to expect Pia to have known or predicted the risk of dyed flowers. She had no warning, and so no way of voluntarily assuming any risk when she purchased the flowers. 

{j,yiv,, i' fJ () To succeed in a cause against Diego, Pia would have to prove that Diego had a duty, primarily under the RPP standard and potentially under the owner/ occupier standard as well, to warn of and/ or prevent the allergic reaction from the dyed flowers. Whether Diego knew the dye carried a substantial risk for causing an allergic reaction would be a critical determination in establishing liability. 



If Diego knew, or should have known, that the dye represented a risk; and if their burden 
( cost) to avoid this risk was less than the harm combined with probability of harm, then 
they are liable for negligence to Pia. 
Pablo v. Diego 

Pablo is a minor, and could be seen as a trespasser. In asserting a claim against Diego, he 
will argue that (1) Diego owed him a standard of care as an invitee, not a trespasser, and (2) if
he was a trespasser, because he was a minor, Diego owed him a higher standard of care, ;::

1 under the attractive nuisance doctrine. ' { u • J /\�w�. _e_h :T7 7 ctf._ J: I f7.,{!_,, /L-lL,L.(,.(V V. 
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Duty: When Pablo entered the property, the gates were open. However, this was late at 
night and it seems no one else was around. The fact that the gates were open lends 
credence to a claim by Pablo that he was actually an invitee. It was a public place, the 
candles were still lit, and the gates were open. These all point to a strong possibility that 
he had a legal right to enter the property. This would make him an invitee. 
At the same time, no one else was around, and it was very late at night. Pablo "snuck" out 
of his house, and "crept around" the cemetery. These facts point to his knowledge that he 
should not have been there, and therefore support the position that Pablo was a 
trespasser. Diego will argue that Pablo was a trespasser by way of these facts, and so there 
was no special duty owed to him. 
If Pablo was an invitee, then there was a high standard of care owed, and Diego may have 
breached their duty by leaving a garden hose out where it could be an obstacle. If Pablo 
was a regn(ar trespasser, there would be less liability. There is, however, another key point 

\)){AS, that must be examined, which is the attractive nuisance doctrine. The facts show that 
·t �/ 
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Pablo and "other kids in his neighborhood have always been intrigued," and that Pablo

DV) c,i ·, �� .,,. "saw the lure of th{glowing candles." Diego should have re�lized the reasonably
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forese;able chance that children would trespass during the festival given these facts. The 
attractive nuisance doctrine requires an additional duty to secure and make safe anything 
known to be appealing to children that could also present a danger. Lit candles are both 
attractive to children, and inherently dangerous. Further, the additional obstacle of the 
garden hose is a foreseeable risk. It is likely that the attractive nuisance doctrine applies 
here, establishing a higher duty of care owed by Diego . 

. / Breach: As a matter of fact, if Diego owed a heightened standard of care to Pablo because 
of the attractive nuisance doctrine, that duty was certainly breached by the lack of 
supervision, keeping the candles lit late at night, leaving the gate open, and leaving out the 
garden hose. _:./ � --lfuz�J fl/t,10 l?'¥vful � f t{_ftL .� 1hy oU�l i+l1-vr, 

. . ? ) 

✓ /JlLJnW- U•�i rvif 'P-U , Causation: Diego's negligence was the actual cause of Pablo's harm, as "but for" the 
aforementioned breach Pablo would never have been hurt. The only intervening cause/ (here is the "quiet moaning" that Pablo heard, unidentified by the facts, and his resulting / � 
fear. If this intervening cause was foreseeable, then it does not interrupt the chain of 
causation, and Diego is the proximate cause of Pablo's injuries. If this intervening cause 
was unforeseeable, then Diego has a strong argument that they were not the proximate 
Oegal) cause of the harm. Here, the trier of fact will balance between two factors: (1) a :-, , \
child being scared by random natural noises is a foreseeable occurrence when they sne� / �into a cemetery at night--a factor that benefits Pablo's claim; and (2) there is no way that 
Diego possibly could have foreseen this--it is essentially a natural event, or an "act of 
god," that is unforeseeable and therefore benefits Diego's claim and potentially negates 
their liability. It is likely that the trier of fact would side with Pablo that this was a 
foreseeable danger. However, this determination would swing the case in Diego's favor if 
found otherwise . 

./ /Defense: Contributory Negligence 



Diego will argue that Pablo had contributory negligence, because he went into the
cemetery which was itself inherently negligent. There are two problems ? this
argument. First, we must hold Pablo to the standard of a reasonable ten-year-old, not a
reasonably prudent adult. Second, given the open gate, and aforementioned attractive
nuisance, it is unlikely that contributory negligence can be established.

Defense: Comparative Negligence

It is possible the court would determine that there was some degree of negligence by
Pablo. As with Pia, however, it is highly unlikely that this would be a majority (over 49%)
amount of negligence, and so under both the pure and partial comparative negligence
rules, Pablo would still have a right to recover damages. At most, a defense of
comparative negligence might reduce the liability of Diego by a percentage equal to
Pablo's comparative risk.

Defense: Assumpti{u of Risk

For an assumption of risk defense, Diego would need to show that Pablo had knowledge
and understanding of the risk he was assuming. Given his age, and the attending
circumstances (especially attractive nuisance), this argument is not likely to succeed.

Conclusion/ 

It is possible that Diego would be found at least partly liable for Pia's injuries. This would
only be the case if the trier of fact determined that there was enough of a substantial
likelihood that was known to Diego, or should have been known by Diego, that the dye in
the flowers would cause a serious allergic reaction. It does not help Diego's case that the
dye was used as a cost-savings measure.
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It is likely that Diego would be found liable for Pablo's injuries. Per the attractive nuisance 

doctrine, Diego had a duty to prevent this foreseeable injury that they failed to uphold by 

leaving the cemetery unattended, and the gates open, with candles lit, and a garden hose 

as a present obstacle. 
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Peter v David 
v Battery 

Battery is when a person performs an intentional act that causes a harmful or offensive 
r-fP new p6'r�ph touching of anot�n this case, David (D) hit Peter (P) in the nose, which caused it tobleed. Because D intentionally touched P by hitting P, which was harmful as evidenced by it causing P's nose to bleed, D performed an intentional act that caused a harmful touching of P.� this scene of the play, the students are directed to attack each other by a · teacher/ director, Doug. D will argue that because this was a part of the play, P consented✓[\\" to this harmful touching. However, this argument would likely not work. There are no 

�-\-0,.cK facts that show that is was expected the kids would actually hit one another. Plays involve 
�,iJ }vacting, but rarely involve actually hurting other actors. P will argue that being hit in the 

1(}.,L0-7f P---f nose exceeded the rc:ope of his consent. D will also argue that pranks were common V 
It) place, and P deciding to continue to participate in the play despite the pranks was alsovi . a t)D proof of consent. However, nothing in the fact pattern suggests it was common that these

().,P,. .e_.r'l, pranks ever rose to physical violence. Therefore, a court would still likely find that D's act exceeded P's consent. It is also questionable whether it can be said P consented at all. Typically, Doug would blow the whistle to give the "go ahead" for the actors to start attacking one another. In this case, D had locked Doug in a dressing room and D blew the whistle instead. P could argue that he only ever consented to participate in this act when Doug blew the whistle, since that insured a teacher was watching, making the act more safe. Because D blew the whistle, P would argue he did not expressly consent, nor could P's consent be implied. It is possible a court could agree that P did not consent at 
__ :i_ll�use D at the very least exceeded the scope of consent in addition to satisfying the

, l , battery elements, a court would most likely find D liable for battery.
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7' An assault is one intentionally performs an act that causes another to have the 
apprehension of a harmful contact, and the plaintiff does apprehend that contact. Here, P 
will argue D hitting him in the face caused him to apprehend a harmful contact. D may 
argue that while it was not normal to actually hit each other, it was common in that scene 
for actors to act as if they would hit each other. Because of this, D may argue that P did 

/ [ not actually have the a12.12rehension of a armfu contact until the contact happened. If 
someone is unaware of the defendants act or has no apprehension of a harmful contact, 
no assault occurred. In other words, D will argue that because he regularly acted as if he 
was going to hit Pin this play, P would not have been actually thought D was going to hit 
him. P and D were also friends, making it even more unlikely that P would have 
experienced apprehension that he would actually be hit by D. Therefore, it is possible that 
a court would find it likely that P would not, in fact, have actually believed D was about to 
hit him, would therefore not have have had the apprehension of a harmful contact, and 
thus not find D liable for assault., 

\!"intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress (IIED) 
/ l , IIED occurs when one intentionally performs an "extreme and outrageous" act that ne-t.t� �es--severe-emo�onal distr�s that causes damages to physically manif�n � P f\1'':'.J i

u,\,\tl will argue that D · unching · · in the face was an extreme and outrageous act. P will also 
Y7�_ u:.v< argue that this e me and outrageous act caused actual damages in that it gave P stage
(J{J\C r 

✓ fright, and because of that P was not able to continue in the role of the Scarecrow. D will 
argue that hitting someone in the nose, while violent, would not necessarily rise to the 
level of being extreme and outrageous. However, given the context, a court will likely 
reject this argument. Being hit in the nose may not rise to the level of extreme and 
outrageous in a situation where two willing participants get into a fistfight, but that is not 
what happened in this case. In this case, P was in a situation where he had no reason to 

1 L1 nf' 1 F. 
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fear real physical violence, and was suddenly violently hit in the nose by D hard enough to 
make him bleed. It is likely a court would fi d being subjected to violence completely 
without warning is extreme and outrageous. , ecause this act by D was intentional and 

----damages resulted, the elements for IIED would be satisfied. Therefore a court would . el find D liable.
':JfY; � . " ) Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress (NIED) "r G (>/

'(1 
/ � i

i,Ul'
,yyn � �,f" &/

-- I u 'f\l-VO - - �A person can be found liable for NIED is they negligently cause another severe VJ \j\: emotional distress. A person negligently causes severe emotional distress if they breach 10\"� 
their duty of care and the severe emotional distress causes dama�In this case, D had a 
duty to P to act as a reasonably prudent high s:,9-001 student acting in a play. D breached 
this duty by not acting as a !easonably rudent high sch()ol actor when he punched P in 
the face. But for D's punch, P's resulting emotional distress that manifested in stage fright 
would not have occurred. The stage fright is the damage in this case. D would have no 
defenses in this, as P was not negligent in any way, anqf9- not assume the risk of being
hit in the nose when he signed up to act in a play. ];3ecause of this, P would almost 

.-....C---assuredly be found liable for NIED, if sued for this. 
Doug v David 

/4a1se Imprisonment 
False imprisonment is when one acts to intentionally confine or restrain a person in a 

bounded area. he person must be aware of their confinement and have no reasonable 
means to esc�pe.\Here, D intentionally locked Doug in a dressing room, as D thought it 
would be "funny". Doug was also clearly aware of his confinement, as he ended up 
breaking down the door. D will argue that because Doug broke down the door, Doug had 
a reasonable means of escape, and as such all the elements for false imprisonment were 

Vi of 16 



not met. Doug will counter this by saying despite his ability to break the door, it could not
be considered a reasonable means of escape. A court would likely agree that breaking

I 
.h down a door is not a reasonable means of escape, as justice would not be served if Doug
'\)\fl l,l 

�� /
could not collect damages because he just so happened to be strong enough to break

,\1) 1 \\ , down a door. Assuming the court found Doug's means of escape unreasonable, the court
would almost assuredly find D liable for the false imprisonment of Doug. 
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